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What do I do?What do I do?
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GatorLeads - Forgotten PasswordGatorLeads - Forgotten Password

If you have forgotten your password and are unable to log in please follow the next steps to
reset your password.

NOTE:NOTE: Please note that the link has a validity of 20 minutes after the moment you click the
send button.

Accessing the siteAccessing the site

At first you will need to access the GatorLeads website.

The Forgot Password buttonThe Forgot Password button

Click on the Forgot Password button.
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Entering your detailsEntering your details

1. Enter your username (your email address)
2. Click Send
3. After clicking send the system will send out an email with a reset link

NOTE:NOTE: Please note that the link has a validity of 20 minutes after the moment you click the send20 minutes after the moment you click the send
button.button.
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Resetting the passwordResetting the password

After receiving the email, click on the link "Click here to reset password"

Entering the new passwordEntering the new password
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You will be taken to the reset password page, there you will need to:

1. Enter the new password
2. Confirm the new password (type the same password as you did in 1)
3. Click the "Reset Password" button

NOTE:NOTE: The system will not allow you to enter any of the 5 last passwords, you will need to enter
a completely new password

Successful resetSuccessful reset

If you were successful resetting your password you will receive a message as the one in the
above image.

Now you can log in with the new password.
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Need To Know - GatorLeadsNeed To Know - GatorLeads
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GatorLeads Platform User GuideGatorLeads Platform User Guide

GatorLeads is CommuniGator’s website tracking software which allows you to track who is
on your website and what content they are looking at in real time.

See below for the complete user guide.
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Setting up GatorLeadsSetting up GatorLeads

  Logging in to GatorLeads:  Logging in to GatorLeads:

To Log into GatorLeads you hover over the “Reporting Tab” and select “GatorLeads”.

How to associate your GatorLeads account inside of GatorMail.How to associate your GatorLeads account inside of GatorMail.
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1  If you have a GatorLeads (WOW Analytics  account click on the 'Account Login' button

2  If you would like to inquire about GatorLeads click the create account button

Please note you will only need to associate the account once. Once the account has been
associated it will automatically log you into your GatorLeads subscription

  Associating your account  Associating your account

1  Enter your GatorLeads username

2  Enter your GatorLeads password

Please note: If this takes you to a white screen please add the WOW
(https://app.wowanalytics.co.uk   and GatorMail URL (http://www.communigatormail.co.uk/) as a
trusted site within your internet browser.

Associating your accountAssociating your account
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Once you have associated your account it will take you through to your GatorLeads instance.
You will be taken straight to your start page which will either be the Insights (shown above  or
your 'Leads' page.

How to change the start page:How to change the start page:

To change the start page click on the arrow next to your user name and click the 'my details'
option. This will navigate you to the update your details page which allows you to update your
personal details as well as select the Start page that you would like to display each time you log
into Gator Leads.

Change the start pageChange the start page

To change your start page click on the drop down box and select the page that you would like it
to start on every time you log into your GatorLeads account.
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Creating Categories and page scores inCreating Categories and page scores in
GatorLeads:�GatorLeads:�

Where do you create new Categories?Where do you create new Categories?

When you log into GatorLeads there is an option in the top navigation called “AdminAdmin”. Click this
link and follow the path through “Page Admin”Page Admin” and in to “CategoriesCategories”.

Creating CategoriesCreating Categories

To create a new category enter a category name and click on the add button.
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Moving pages into different categoriesMoving pages into different categories

Once the categories have been created you can move onto assigning pages to the categories
that have been created. You can assign pages to categories by navigating yourself to the page
section in WOW Admin- page admin- page scores.

Moving Pages into Different CategoriesMoving Pages into Different Categories

1  Search for the URL/alias by entering the alias or URL in the search box then click search

2  The search box will then expand, you then have the option to categorise all the links that
appear by clicking on the Categories drop down and selecting the Category that you wish to
assign the pages to.

If you would like to learn how to categorise individual pages the step below demonstrates how
to do this.

How to categorise individual pagesHow to categorise individual pages
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If you would only like to categories a single page find the page using the search button and click
the edit button. This navigates you to the update page where you can enter an alias, change the
page score and select the category that you would like to associate the page with.

How to categorise individual pagesHow to categorise individual pages

Once you have clicked on the edit page you will be presented with this window. Click the drop
down box that appears underneath the text "please select a catogry to add". The drop down
will present you with a list of the catogrise that you have set up, select the category that you
would like to save the page in. Additionally you can set the following options:

1  Alias - You can change the alias of the page so that you can search by alias instead of typing in
the link URL each time

2  Score - Set a page score for this web page

3  Blocked - allows you to block the page from providing any results, this is commonly used for
error pages.
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Which website pages have your contactsWhich website pages have your contacts
visited?visited?

A common question for GatorLeads users is to see which pages contacts have been viewing
on your site.

To access this information, follow our guide below:

Accessing Site AnalyticsAccessing Site Analytics

1. When logged into Gator Leads, click on 'Reporting'

2. The select 'Site Analytics'

3. Then select 'Pages'
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Pages In Site AnalyticsPages In Site Analytics

1. This will display all your pages

FilteringFiltering

1. You can filter through pages via dates ( this will be the dates these pages were visited.)

2. You can filter via name/URL
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Viewing CompaniesViewing Companies

1. To view the companies that have clicked on this page, click on highlighted symbol

Exporting CompaniesExporting Companies

1. This takes you to a page where you can view the companies that have clicked on the specific
URL selected.

2. You can then click 'Export to Excel,' and these companies will be exported into a spreadsheet
for you.
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GatorLeads - Creating Personalised URL'sGatorLeads - Creating Personalised URL's
(PURL’s)(PURL’s)

What is a PURL?What is a PURL?

Thanks to personalised URLs (or PURLs for short), you can now serve cookies through the one-
to-one emails which you send personally, as well as the emails you send through
CommuniGator. This allows you to track the web activity of these contacts on your website.Â

A PURL is a URL which carries the identity of the person you are wishing to track. When the
target contact at a specific company clicks on the PURL, this will serve a cookie and associate
this contact's email with the IP address they clicked from. This means you can track that
person's activity on your website through their IP.Â

Track that individualTrack that individual

Contacts who have been 'PURLed' will display as tracked contacts within GatorLeads, allowing
you to see their web activity, monitor their lead score, and analyse their behaviour. You can also
use the automated Alerts and Nurture fuctionality within the product to send campaigns and
other marketing materials to your contacts with just a couple of clicks of the mouse, warming
up your leads over time.Â

The PURL is a particularly useful tool for salespeople, as it allows them to track individual's web
activity - a great way to see if your lead has read the white paper you sent them or visited the
site since your last meeting. It also grants salespeople a greater degree of independence when
analysing web activity, as they can easily build PURLs and monitor the results themselves
without the involvement of the marketing or technical teams.Â

Navigation to the PURLNavigation to the PURL

To create a PURL:
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1. Tools Tab
2. PURL
3. Create

The most important thing to remember when you are making a PURL, is that by definition they
are personal and therefore a URL needs to be created for every individual that you are wishing
to track.

How to create a PURLHow to create a PURL

1. This is where you enter the website that the PURL should direct to
2. This is the email address that you are sending the PURL to, however this is not mandatory.
3. This is the Campaign Name, this allows you to identify and track specific campaigns in your

GatorLeads. This will add the utm value (campaign name) to end of your URL string, this will
allow you monitor the individuals activity.

4. This will allow an email to be sent to the creator of the PURL when the Website URL is clicked
5. Click create the PURL and this will generate a URL for you to copy and paste to send to your

contact to monitor the individuals activity.

HistoryHistory
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1. This is the date the PURL was created
2. This is the personal email address the PURL was sent to
3. This is the campaign that will display in the UTM string and will allow you to filter within

GatorLeads
4. This is the PURL that has been sent to the individual contact
5. This is whether an alert to yourself has been enabled
6. This is who created the PURL
7. This is how many hits the PURL has had
8. This allows you to view the contacts journey via a permalink
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Creating Alerts in GatorLeadsCreating Alerts in GatorLeads

In GatorLeads you have the option to create alerts, this is where you can set notifications to
be sent to you and your colleagues as well as pulling the contact information into a
Gatomail Group When a lead/contact has met the criteria of your alert. s

Step 1Step 1

Log into GatorLeads through the reporting- GatorLeads tab, when logged into GatorLeads
select the Alerts tab. Once you have selected this you will be taken to the alerts page in which
now you can start creating your alert.

Step 2Step 2

1) Click Create New Alert

2) Will display a list of all alerts that have been set-up

3) As you are only able to have your contracted amount of live alerts you can activate and de-
active alerts, if you would like to change the status click on the alert this will then change the
action

4) The edit button will allow you to edit the alert that you have got set up

5) if you would like to copy the alert click on the copy button and this will copy any information
that you had set in the previous alert.
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6) If the alert has finished then you can click delete- this will remove the alert from GatorLeads.

Step 3Step 3

1) The orange bar provides you with how many alerts you are allowed and how many alerts you
have enabled

2) Enter the Name of the Alert

3) Click on the dropdown box and select the frequency of the alert.

4) Use the drop down to select the time you would like to run at

5) If you would like the alert to be active click on the off button and it will change it to On and
vice versa for setting the alert to be disabled.
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Step 4Step 4

To move onto setting up the rules for the alert click next

Now you can select your rules based on different criteria such as Page Visits, Leads Types, and
Campaigns etc. You can combine rules to make filtering more specific.

NOTE: If you have more than 1 rule to an alert they are AND rules, this means the lead will have
to have clicked on a page url AND as a lead band of hot.
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Step 5Step 5

On the rules page you have the options to pick what you would like your alert to be based on,
such as page visits or lead type always making sure that the rules are turned ON when being
set.

Page visitsPage visits

If you would like to set a rule based on a particular page the contact has visited you can do this
on the page visits option.

1) Make sure the switch as been set to on

2) If you would like to apply the criteria by URL select the URL option. If you select the Page URL
option please ensure that the page has tacking code situated on the page, if it does then paste
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the URL into the Page URL option, if it highlights green then this page is available if the url
highlights red then check that there is tracking on the page. If there is then please contact
support@communigator.co.uk who will be able to help you with any problems.

3) if you would like to apply the alert criteria by Category select the category. If you select
category you will have the option to select the categories that you would like to use for the
alert. If you are unsure how to create a category please see the help article on this.

Campaigns RulesCampaigns Rules

You can set alerts to filter by campaigns. To use this function, you must be sending UTM values
to GatorLeads. GatorMail does this automatically when post-click tracking is enabled in the
Campaign Setup. UTM Campaign values from other mediums such as social or PPC can also be
read, however this may mean there is no email address associated with the contact that
matches the alert criteria.

1) You can either enter the campaign, alternatively you can use the search icon that is
highlighted in the above screen shot which displays a list of all the campaigns that GatorLeads
has picked up on.

2) You are able to select when you would have liked them to have interacted with the campaign,
if you would like to do this click on the drop downbox and select the time that meets your
criteria.
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Filter by ReferrerFilter by Referrer

The Referrer option allows you to restrict alerts to visits generate from specific third party
sources. This is useful if you have campaigns driving tragic to a specific page on your website.
The “Exact Match” option allows you to fully qualify a singular referrer source as opposed to any
traffic from a third party in general.

Filter by KeywordFilter by Keyword

This will alert you when a certain keyword has driven a visitor to your site, you can enter words
not phrases. NOTE: Due to Google’s recent changes, UTM keyword data is less commonly
passed in links now.

1) You can search for the key words that have been used in GatorLeads alternatively you can
enter the Keyword into the single line text box that is provided.
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2) If you would like to have an exact match on the word select this option- this means
GatorLeads will not provide an alert if it does not match the Keyword.

Filter by Lead TypeFilter by Lead Type

To filter alerts by certain types of visitors, select the Lead Type and then set the types that you
would like to include in the alert. Please not you are not able to create new Lead types this are
all set as default in GatorLeads.
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Filter by Lead StatusFilter by Lead Status

To filter alerts by the status of the visitor, select Leads Status and then set the types that you
would like to include in the alert.

Filter by Lead BandFilter by Lead Band
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To filter your alert by Lead Band, select the relevant band. NOTE: you can only choose on band
per alert. The bands are controlled as part of your Lead Score setup.

Step 6)Step 6)

Once you have set up the Alerts rules you are able to move onto the send to section, this allows
you to select the contacts that you would alert to be sent to.

Step 7)Step 7)

1) If you would like to go back to a previous step click the previous button

2) Once you are happy with the criteria and sending of the alerts click Save Alert

3) If you would like to cancel this alert and loose any additional changes to since you orignally
saved the alert click cancel
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4) If you click on the email tab it will provide you with the option to enter the recipents email
address of who you would like the alert to be sent to

5) enter the recipents email address and click add email address, you are able to add as many
recipents of the alert as you would like.

6) If you would also like it to email the Alert asignee tick the alert asignee box

7) If you have your Gator to GatorLeads integration running you are able to pass the contacts
that meet your Alert criteria back to GatorMail.

Step 8Step 8

If you would like the information to be passed back to a CommuniGator group you need to click
on the Gator Integration tab.

1) If you would like to Enable Gator Integration- please ensure this box is ticked. If you have
GatorMail and the information is not being pulled across please contact
support@communigator.co.uk who will be able to enable this featuer to your GatorLeads
account.

2) Select the group that you would like to send the contacts back to CommuniGator in. If the
group does not appear please see the help article on how to add groups so they appear in
GatorLeads.
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GatorLeads URL Based AlertsGatorLeads URL Based Alerts

We would like to draw attention to a particular feature of GatorLeads which may impact the
way in which our software interprets and handles website addresses.

Correct URLCorrect URL

We would like to draw attention to a particular feature of GatorLeads which may impact the
way in which our software interprets and handles website addresses, as we have recently had a
client who had an issue along these lines. We are confident that the majority of users will not be
affected, but we wanted to let you know.

Specifically, it is important to note that GatorLeads treats web addresses differently depending
on whether ‘www.’ is included in the URL. For example, our software will interpret
http://www.communigator.co.uk and http://communigator.co.uk to be different pages and
track them separately, regardless of whether the final destination is the same. This can
potentially cause issues for features such as our alert system, as a user may arrive at the wrong
address and the alert will not be triggered.

Of course, if best practice URL structures are in place on your website then this will not be a
problem, as most websites will take care of any URL discrepancies prior to triggering the WOW
tracking code. We are therefore confident that most of our clients will not be affected. However,
if you do find that this is causing issues for you, there is an easy-to-implement workaround;
simply create a category for both addresses, and refer to this category rather than the
individual pages in your alerts and other functionality. As ever, our support team are available
to help you if you need any more assistance.
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Using 'Qualify Out' to Stop Monitoring MultipleUsing 'Qualify Out' to Stop Monitoring Multiple
Leads in GatorLeadsLeads in GatorLeads

Sometimes, leads will appear in GatorLeads which you don't want to monitor - for example,
internal contacts and partners. You can stop these leads from appearing using the 'Qualify
Out' tab.

If you wish to 'Qualify Out' a large list of leads, this is how to do it.

Exporting Records to 'Qualify Out'Exporting Records to 'Qualify Out'

To start, you'll need to filter your leads to isolate the ones you'd like to qualify out. Let's look at
qualifying out everyone with a low lead score as an example. To find the leads with a low score:

1. Date Range of your choice

2. Select the rating of the Chilli 'Lead Score Type' of your choice

3. Export Leads to a CSV
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Uploading And AssigningUploading And Assigning

The next step is to upload this CSV file to GatorLeads and classify them as 'Qualified Out' leads:

1. Admin > System Admin > Upload Leads

2. Select type to 'Qualified Out'

3. Click to upload the file

GatorLeads will match these leads and set them to qualified out.

That's it! You have successfully qualified out the leads in your CSV.
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GatorLeads BandingGatorLeads Banding

As visitors build up a score within GatorLeads you can place them into bands i.e. you may
choose to create a COLD band for visitors who arrive on your homepage only once and a
HOT band for visitors who appear mulltiple times or visit key sales pages.

Lead BandsLead Bands

Click on the 'Admin' tab - 'Page Admin' - 'Lead Bands' to navigate to the lead band page.
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Adjusting the scoringAdjusting the scoring

You are now able to edit the values of each Lead band to the score that you deem appropriate.

If you would like to adjust the score simply click on the number and it will turn into an editable
field, highlighted in the screen shot above.
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Lead Score InformationLead Score Information

Your potential customers are using your website to research your company and your
proposition.

Passing traffic will read a blog post or perhaps download a whitepaper, but serious leads will
often do a lot more. Lead Score helps you to make sense large volumes of website interactions.
Low value pages, like blog posts, carry a low score. High value pages like a “Book a Demo” page
carry a higher score. As leads interact with your website, their score increases. The more
interesting things that they look at, the quicker their score increases.

Lead Score is useful in Marketing AutomationMarketing Automation because it helps to ensure the type of
communication that is appropriate for the recipient based on their Lead Score. Generally
speaking, the higher the Lead Score, the more likely the contact will be to engage with in-depth
content or other messages which have a more direct proposition.
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GatorLeads code deployment (advanced)GatorLeads code deployment (advanced)

This document details how to deploy the WOW Analytics (GatorLeads) tracking codes to a
website page where the code and the structure of the page require custom elements to be
passed back to our application.

Using GatorLeads on Parallax websitesUsing GatorLeads on Parallax websites

The term ‘parallax’ refers to the apparent movement of objects when viewed from different
positions to create a sensation of depth or distance to your web site.

Most web sites that use Parallax scrolling have one-page design which means all your web
assets are loaded into a single page. Which in terms of your web analytics solution and IP
tracking tool, a common side effect is you start to see single visits to your web site as opposed
to every menu click. For those that did not know WOW does have a solution to this, here’s how
WOW can track all your website clicks.

In addition to the standard WOW tracking code (no change there so leave as is), then please
pass this code to your web designer/developer. This code needs to be placed on the page load
function of your site and basically makes sure that every navigation click on your web site fires
the WOW tracking code. This code may require some slight modification or may even need to
be deployed specifically to your web site’s CMS platform.

Code example for Parallax siteCode example for Parallax site

jQuery(function () {

// Configure WOW to track the top menu

jQuery('#nav a').on('click', function () {

// get the custom title

var element = jQuery(this);

var title = element.html();

var url = element.attr('href');

// if the url starts with a # then it is an anchor tag

if (url[0] === '#')

url = document.baseURI + url;

// add the
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_wow.push(['trackPageView', title, url]);

});

Using custom valuesUsing custom values

You can pass custom data back from a web page to three custom fields (val1 val2 val3). Data
passed back to these fields will be stored against a tracked link, but these are not useable in the
front end of the application. To access or use the data stored against these fields would require
custom development.

Code example for custom valuesCode example for custom values

<!-- WOW Async Tracking Code Start -->

<script type='text/javascript'>

var _wow = _wow || [];

(function () {

try{

_wow.push(['setClientId', 'insert client code']);

_wow.push(['enableDownloadTracking']);

// set custom values

_wow.push([‘SetCustomData’, ‘val1’, ‘val2’, ‘val3’]);

// track page

_wow.push(['trackPageView']);

var d = document, g = d.createElement('script'), s =
d.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

g.type = 'text/javascript'; g.defer = true; g.async = true;

g.src = '//t.wowanalytics.co.uk/Scripts/tracker.js';

s.parentNode.insertBefore(g, s);

}catch(err){}})();

</script>
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Using section headersUsing section headers

For web pages which have sections that need to be tracked separately, each section can be
coded with a title that will pass back as a separately identifiable page in our page scoring utility.
By passing these values back, you can then identify visitors to specific sections of a web page
and give those sections their own scores and categories.

Code example for section headersCode example for section headers

<section class="example" data-wow-title="insert title" id="insert id">
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Assign a GatorLeads Alert to a Group inAssign a GatorLeads Alert to a Group in
GatorMailGatorMail

Contacts being tracked in GatorLeads with a valid email address can be passed back to a
group in GatorMail when they take certain actions on your website. Once a contact has
fulfilled the alert criteria and been included in the group, that group can be used as an
audience in triggered campaigns. Relating the content of the triggered campaign to the
alert criteria is often referred to as a Remarketing Campaign.

Prerequisites: To utilise this functionality, you must be running GatorMail and GatorLeads
(formerly WOW Analytics)

Go to GroupsGo to Groups

In GatorMail:

1) Hover over the "Audience" tab

2) Select "Groups" from the menu
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Create a new GroupCreate a new Group

1) Click Add New Group

2) Type in a new name

3) Click the Add button

Go to GatorLeads (formerly WOW Analytics)Go to GatorLeads (formerly WOW Analytics)

1) Hover over the "Reporting" tab

2) Select "GatorLeads" from the menu
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NOTE: If GatorLeads is missing from the Reporting menu, please contact Support
(support@communigator.co.uk) to upgrade your integration.

Select AlertsSelect Alerts

Click on the alert button from the top menu inside of GatorLeads.

Create a New AlertCreate a New Alert

Click on the Create New Alert button to open the alert settings tab.
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Set a Schedule TimeSet a Schedule Time

1) Select Schedule

2) Add a name for your alert

3) Select the frequency that the alert should process new contacts

4) What time would you like the alerts to be sent

5) Ensure you enable the alert by selecting 'On'
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Set the RulesSet the Rules

Now you can select your rules based on different criteria. Ie: Page Visits, Lead Types, Campaigns
etc. You can combine rules to make filtering more specific. It is ordinarily best practice to set
what you think will be the right filters and monitor the results for a few days before you use the
alert to drive an automated email campaign. Certain rule filters will rely on the proper use of
other functions in GatorLeads to be useful.

Filter by Page Visits > URLFilter by Page Visits > URL

You can set an alert based on visits to a particular page of your website by entering the URL of
the page you wish to monitor.
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Either paste the URL into the field or use the icon (1) to select from a list of site pages.

Multiple VisitsMultiple Visits

You can set the alert criteria to be based on visiting a single page or multiple pages. If you
include multiple pages, you can then set the period (1) over which the alert criteria can be
satisfied. So if you select "Within last month", any contact that visits both pages in the last
month (any order) will be added to the alert.

Filter by Page Visits > CategoryFilter by Page Visits > Category

If you have categorised the pages on your site, you can also set the alert to be triggered by visits
to a category of pages rather than an individual page. If using this function, you should
ordinarily set other criteria such as Lead Band on the same alert to keep the number of alerts
to a manageable level.
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Filter by CampaignFilter by Campaign

You can set an alert to filter by Campaigns. To use this function, you must be sending UTM
Campaign values to GatorLeads. GatorMail does this automatically when post-click tracking is
enabled in the Campaign Setup. UTM Campaign values from other mediums such as social or
PPC can also be read, however this may mean there is no email address associated with the
contact that fulfils the alert criteria. You can also set the alert to multiple campaigns; e.g; if you
only wanted to be alerted when someone had interacted with the website through successive
email campaigns.

Filter by ReferrerFilter by Referrer

The Referrer option allows you to restrict alerts to visits generated from specific third party
sources. This is useful if you have campaigns driving traffic to a specific page on your website.
The "Exact Match" option enables you to fully qualify a singular referrer source as opposed to
any traffic from a third party in the more general sense.
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Filter by KeywordFilter by Keyword

To be alerted when certain keywords have driven a visitor to the site, you can enter words or
phrases. NOTE: Due to Google's recent changes, UTM Keyword data is less commonly passed in
links now.

Filter by Lead TypeFilter by Lead Type

To filter alerts by certain types of visitor, select Lead Type and then set the types that you would
like to include in the alert. This is important if you are using alerts to drive remarketing
campaigns. Excluding customers for instance from emails meant to generate new business
opportunities.

Filter by Lead StatusFilter by Lead Status

To filter alerts by the status of the visitor, select Lead Status and then set the types that you
would like to include in the alert. This is important if you are using alerts to drive remarketing
campaigns. Excluding lost or won contacts prevents marketing messages going to those who it
may not be appropriate to target.
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Filter by Lead BandFilter by Lead Band

To filter your alert by Lead Band, select the relevant band. Note: you can only choose one band
per alert. The bands are controlled as part of your Lead Score setup. You could use this to
restrict the alert to only include contacts that had recorded a significant amount of activity on
your website.

Email the AlertEmail the Alert

Once you have set the alert rules, you can select the Send To tab.

First you will be asked which email address you would like the alert to go to.

Type an email address in and click the Add Email Address button. That email address will then
receive a notification whenever the alert runs and there are new contacts who fulfil the alert
rules criteria.
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GatorMail Group AlertGatorMail Group Alert

Once the Gator Integration tab has been selected, we can then find the group that we created
in GatorMail at the beginning.
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Choose the GroupChoose the Group

1) Tick the box to enable the Gator Integration

2) Select your group from the drop down list

Save AlertSave Alert

Click the Save Alert button to save your settings. You will now see contacts in the group inside
GatorMail if they have fulfilled the alert criteria and have an email address that is being tracked.
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Next StepsNext Steps

Once your group is populating automatically in GatorMail, it can be used as an audience in
campaigns. This will work with static campaigns, but if you want to create an automated
remarketing workflow, then you can add the audience to a Refresh Non-Recurring campaign
that will automatically send emails whenever a new contact is added to the group by the alert.

Further Reading: Refresh Non-Recurring Campaigns
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GatorLeads- Creating Custom Lead TypesGatorLeads- Creating Custom Lead Types

In GatorLeads you now have the option to create an additional 3 custom field types. These
will appear on the "My Leads" tab in GatorLeads, you must have admin rights to be able to
create/edit a LeadType.

Admin- System Admin- Lead TypesAdmin- System Admin- Lead Types

You are now able edit the lead types which are the tabs that appear on the leads tab. You can
access the tab by following the path below and highlighted in the image above.

Admin -> System Admin -> Lead Types
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Edit Lead Type NamesEdit Lead Type Names

Highlighted in the above image you will see the custom fields, these are the fields that you are
able to edit and create new fields for.

1) Custom Field- Type your text in the single line text boxes

2) Hide- If you would like the fields to be hidden as you are not quite ready to use them you can
select the hide swtich

3) Reset form- If you would like to reset the form to revert back to the defaults click reset form.

4) Save- to save you changes click save.

The fields now appear on the my leads gridThe fields now appear on the my leads grid

As you can see from the screenshot above the custom fields have now been added to the my
leads tab.
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You are not able to change the names of the default fieldsYou are not able to change the names of the default fields

Just to make you aware you are not able to change the default fields name in GatorLeads.
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GatorLeads - Reporting using InsightsGatorLeads - Reporting using Insights

Gator Leads' Insights feature is a powerful and extremely useful addition to the WOW
Analytics platform.

Insights is able to show you the companies that have visited your website, displayed in
easy-to-use analysis graphs.

Insights can be found within CommuniGator under Reportiing > GatorLeads > (In
GatorLeads) Reporting > Insights.

InsightsInsights

By being able to drill down and gain further and more detailed information on the companies
that have been on your website, you can get an accurate reading of the industry, company size
and location of companies that are interested in your products or services. From here you can
profile your prospects and website visitors, allowing you to create effective targeted marketing
campaigns.

Insights also means that you can review which industries, locations, company sizes and traffic
sources are the most popular and profitable for you. You can then decide on which ones may
need more attention, and areas where more awareness could be created, or even where less
attention could be focused. This really does allow you to get an excellent idea of your business's
â€œideal prospect leadâ€? and tailor more specific, appealing pages to them.
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Campaign Results in GatorLeadsCampaign Results in GatorLeads

There is now a button in GatorLeads that will provide you with a summary of your
CommuniGator campaign results.Â

Reporting - InsightsReporting - Insights

There are several ways to find CommuniGator campaign results in GatorLeads, the first of
which can be found in the 'Insights' section, under the 'Reporting' tab.Â
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Traffic MediumTraffic Medium

Scroll down on the insight page to the traffic medium section; you will then be able to see the
different traffic mediums that leads have followed. Simply click on the email option.
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LeadsLeads

This will then bring up a list of leads which have engaged with your emails. For more
information, you can click on information "i" logo next to the name of the company which will
open their GatorLeads record.

ContactContact

From the contact record, navigate to 'Campaign and Keywords.'Â
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Campaigns & KeywordsCampaigns & Keywords

This will then show you a list of the campaigns that the lead has interacted with. CommuniGator
campaigns will have a purple graph logo in the last column; click here for more information
about this campaign.Â

Campaign ResultsCampaign Results

This will then provide you with an overview of your campaign results.
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GatorLeads Contact Tracking GuideGatorLeads Contact Tracking Guide

GatorLeads_Contact_Tracking_Guide.pdf
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Gator Leads and adwordsGator Leads and adwords

Gator_Leads_and_adwords.pdf
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GatorLeads - Outlook PURLGatorLeads - Outlook PURL
The new Outlook PURL feature based on GatorLeads PURL builder to create a tracking link to a
destination URL that can alert you when the recipient has clicked.

If you log in to your email online (outlook OWA) then follow the steps to set up. This will then
once complete, automatically install this into your outlook client on desktop (Mac and
Windows!)

Step OneStep One

1. Outlook Web - On the right hand side click the settings button and click 'Manage add-ins'
OrOr Outlook Desk Top - If you are running outlook desktop only and not OWA you need to go

to store button on outlook ribbon bar

Step Two & ThreeStep Two & Three

2. Click 'click here to add a custom add-in'

3. Add the following URL to the popup box

https://www.communigator.co.uk/Outlook/manifest.xml
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Step FourStep Four

4. Now when you add a new email you will see the gator at bottom of screen to access the
Outlook PURL

Step FiveStep Five

5. Add your configuration,

Username and password is the same as your SSO account or gatorleads account.
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Client id is found in your Gatorleads account, its the unique ID found in admin/client admin/
embed tracking in gatorleads (see screen shot below)

Step SixStep Six

6. You can now add an email (or it takes it from first contact in the To: list), then add a
destination URL and click create for short link in the email content.

Note:Note:

You can edit the configuration at any time.
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Good to Know!Good to Know!

Note:Note:

Behind the scenes you will get UTMs created as:

UTM Source: LeadPURL

UTM Medium: 1to1

UTM Campaign: Name of Sender - this way you can track usage by staff
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GatorLeads Release NotesGatorLeads Release Notes
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GatorLeads Release NotesGatorLeads Release Notes

June 2015
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GatorLeads v5.5 Release Notes (April 2017)GatorLeads v5.5 Release Notes (April 2017)

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

• Added the Industries column to the Companies Report
• Added an indication when extracting a list of leads, so you know whether you can “get

contacts”

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

• Fixed filtering by assigned to on the contacts tab brings up no results
• Fixed time not displaying correctly on lead page
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CRM Setup DocumentsCRM Setup Documents
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GatorLeads Integration with MicrosoftGatorLeads Integration with Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 - 2013Dynamics CRM 2011 - 2013

Download the instructions for setting up a GatorLeads to Microsoft Dynamics CRM
integration guide.
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GatorLeads Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011GatorLeads Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
Plugin 1.0.0.0Plugin 1.0.0.0

GatorLeads Integrated To Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011GatorLeads Integrated To Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011

The GatorLeads integration to Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 is an extension of the GatorLeads
website tracking and IP look up solution.

The integration itself does not provide any additional information than what is already provided
by GatorLeads but simply supplements the CRM with further information about how existing
Accounts and Contacts are interacting with your digital marketing and which other companies
may not already exist as Accounts in your CRM.

The information provided by GatorLeads to the CRM may vary based on what is made available
by the GatorLeads data providers.

Website Visitor ViewWebsite Visitor View

1) Website Visitor records are accessible through the Marketing area in Dynamics CRM.

2) Visitor Company name shows the name of the company that visited the tracked website.

3) Last Visit Date shows the last date and time the Website Visitor, visited a tracked page on the
website.
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4) Total Score shows the score built up over all time by the Website Visitor. This score is built up
by visiting website pages that have a score assigned e.g. a blog post may have 1 point and a
pricing page may have 8 points.

5) Associated CRM Account shows whether an existing CRM Account has been manually
associated with the Website Visitor.

6) Owner shows if a CRM user has been identified as the owner of the Website Visitor Record.

7) Website Visitor Type shows if the Website Visitor has been assigned a type e.g. Lead,
Competitor, Customer, Partner, Supplier, Self or Qualified Out.

8) There are various views that can be used to filter the Website Visitors shown.

A Website Visitor Record 1A Website Visitor Record 1

1) The name of the Website Visitor.

2) The Associated CRM Account.

3) The Website Visitor Type e.g. Lead, Competitor, Customer, Partner, Supplier, Self or Qualified
Out.

4) Which CRM user the Website Visitor is currently assigned to.

5) The last time and date the Website Visitor was tracked on the website.
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6) The Total Score built up over all time by the Website Visitor. This score is built up by visiting
website pages that have a score assigned.

7) The primary Domain of the website visitor.

8) The lead band of the website visitor. E.g. Cold, Average, Warm, Hot. The score required to
meet these thresholds is set in GatorLeads.

9) A link that provides a user a temporary authorisation to only view the live GatorLeads record
in GatorLeads. This may provide additional information that is not currently passed to CRM.

10) The address of the Website Visitor if known.

11) The Website Hits made by the Website Visitor.

12) If a no associated Website Visitor can be found (by performing a look up) then a workflow
can be run to create one.

A Website Visitor Record 2A Website Visitor Record 2

1) The First Date the Website Visitor was tracked on the website.

2) Various marketing information about the website Visitor.

3) A chart that summaries the most common page categories (as defined in GatorLeads) visited
by the Website Visitor.

4) A chart that represents that the Website Visitor's activity on the website.
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Website Hit ViewWebsite Hit View

1) Website Hits are accessible through the Marketing area of Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

2) The Page Alias is a friendly name for a web page that can assigned in GatorLeads.

3) The Date and Time of the Website Hit.

4) The Website Visitor who made the Website hit.

5) The URL of the web page that was hit.

6) There are various views that can be used to filter the Website Hits shown.
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A Website Hit Record.A Website Hit Record.

1) The Website Visitor that is related to the Website Hit.

2) The score for that individual web page.

3) The friendly name for the web page.

4) The URL of the web page that was hit.

5/6) This feature is only available if CommuniGator Email Marketing is also integrated. If the
contact is part of the email marketing activity the individual contact who visited may be
identified.

7) The Date and Time of the website hit.

8) The Category assigned to the web page.

9) Various Web Analytic information about the Website Hit.
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GatorLeads WorkflowsGatorLeads Workflows

To sync the Website Visitor information with the existing CRM Accounts some workflows have
been provided.

1) Connect Account To Website Visitor- If the Website Visitor field is changed on an Account,
then update the Website Visitor's Associated CRM Account to show this association.

2) Create New Account (on demand workflow)- If activated, check if the Associated CRM Account
field on the Website Visitor has an Account, if so then create a new Account and add in the
available information e.g. Name, Phone, Website, Address, Website Visitor information (e.g.
Score, Last Visit) and the owner.

3) Update Account with Website Visitor Information- If a Website Visitor record is created or the
Associated CRM Account, Last Visit Date, Total Score or Permalink fields change, then, Check if
there is an Associated CRM Account, if so then, update that record with the latest Website
Visitor information e.g. Last Visit Date, Total Score and Permalink.
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Website Visitor AccountWebsite Visitor Account

1) A Website Activity Section is added to the Account record to show the Website Visitor
information.

2) Website Visitor shows the primary associated Website Visitor Record.

3) Website Last Visit Date is the last date and time the primary associated website visitor was
tracked on the website.

4) Website Permalink is a temporarily authorised log-in link to the GatorLeads record for the
associated website visitor.

5) Website Total Score is the total accumulated score for the associated Website Visitor.
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Website Visitor ContactWebsite Visitor Contact

1) A Website Activity Section is added to the Account record to show the Contact specific
Website Activity.

Note- A contacts website activity will only be displayed when GatorLeads is used in tandem with
CommuniGator Email Marketing integration to Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

2) GatorLeads Last Visit Date shows then the individual contact last was tracked on the website.

3) GatorLeads Total Score show the total accumulated score for the individual contact.

4) GatorLeads Permalink is a temporarily authorised log-in link to the GatorLeads record for the
associated website visitor.
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GatorLeads DashboardsGatorLeads Dashboards

Various Dashboard are available that represent various summaries of the information provided
by the GatorLeads to Microsoft Dynamics CRM integration.
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GatorLeads Integration EngineGatorLeads Integration Engine

The GatorLeads integration will only be installed on a companies server if IFD or a cloud
instance of the CRM is not available. If IFD or cloud is available then the integration service will
be hosted on CommuniGator's servers.

The Gator Leads integration requires a set of files to be placed onto a suitable drive on a
Windows Server 2008 and above that has line of sight to both the internet
(https://app.wowanalytics.co.uk) and the CRM.

The integration service will only make outbound calls from the integration server to
https://app.wowanalytics.co.uk. No in-bound requests are made.

The integration requires Windows Server 2008 and above and MS .NET Framework 4.5 to be
installed.
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GatorLeads Integration ConfigurationGatorLeads Integration Configuration

A configuration file holds the relevant information for accessing GatorLeads and the CRM, along
with various configuration settings.

These settings will be configured on installation the no-longer need to be updated (unless a
change is made in either system).

Please contact support for more information.
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GatorLeads Integration Log FileGatorLeads Integration Log File

The folder called 'Log' in the integration holds a text document that logs the activity of the
integration.

If an issue is suspected this file may be requested by our support department for diagnostic
purposes.

GatorLeads Integration ServiceGatorLeads Integration Service

A Windows Service will be installed on the integration server that will physically managed the
flow of data between GatorLeads and Dynamics CRM.

This service need to be kept running in order for the integration to work.

The name of the installed service may vary.
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GatorLeads Integration with Sage CRMGatorLeads Integration with Sage CRM

Download instructions for how to set up a GatorLeads integration with Sage CRM.
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GatorLeads Integration with SalesLogixGatorLeads Integration with SalesLogix

Download instructions for how to set up a GatorLeads integration with SalesLogix.
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GatorLeads Integration with aCloud CRMGatorLeads Integration with aCloud CRM
(SugarCRM)(SugarCRM)

Download instructions that show you the setup actions required to integrate GatorLeads
web activity into SugarCRM.
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GatorLeads Integration with SalesforceGatorLeads Integration with Salesforce

The attached document will show you the setup actions required to integrate GatorLeads
web activity into Salesforce
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GatorLeads Training GuidesGatorLeads Training Guides
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Step 1: Creating your account and adding yourStep 1: Creating your account and adding your
tracking codetracking code

Right, let’s get started! The faster we get your account set up, the sooner you can start
tracking leads.

https://app.gatorleads.co.uk/Account/Register

As soon as you’ve filled out the details and clicked the Register Now button, your account will be
set up.

Or, you can simply call our team directly on 01483 411 911 and they’ll be happy to set up your
account for you.

Installing your tracking codeInstalling your tracking code

Don’t worry, you don’t need to be a tech expert to set up the GatorLeads tracking code on your
website!

Once your account has been set up and verified, it will become active.

The grey screen contains your unique tracking code.

Here is what you need to do with it:
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1. Copy the code from the grey box and then insert it in header area (also referred to as the
<head> tag area) of all the pages on your website you want to track visitors on.

2. For Wordpress or other CMS users – you may be able to insert this code into a shared
header module rather than having to add it to each page individually.

This is the exact same process as inserting a Google Analytics code in your website. But if you
aren’t comfortable doing this yourself or you don’t have access to your CMS, your IT
department should be able to do this in just a couple of minutes.

As soon as the code is up, GatorLeads will detect it and start recording your website activity.
This includes who visited, which pages they went to, when they came on your website and
everything else that happens.

Installing your tracking code on WordpressInstalling your tracking code on Wordpress

If you have Wordpress, you can also upload your GatorLeads code on there as long as you have
version 3 or above of the plugin. You can find the plugin here: http://wordpress.org/plugins/
wow-analytics/

So, once you’ve logged into Wordpress, select Plugins from the menu on the left.

Then select “Add New” from the options at the top of the page.
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In the Search box type “wow analytics” then click on “Search Plugins”

N.B GatorLeads formally known as Wow Analytics

You should see WOW Analytics at the top of the page
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Simply click “Install Now” and click OK to the question confirming that you want to install the
plugin.

Once installed you should see the following:

From there, click on “Activate Plugin” link. You should then be able to see this on your main
Plugin page as below.
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If you hover over the Setting menu on the left you should see “WOW Analytics”. Click on this
menu item. This section will show you the GatorLeads settings. To then finish off installing the
code, you need to find your client ID which is in your GatorLeads.

Find your client IDFind your client ID

Open a new browser tab and log in to your WOW account.

From the Admin menu at the top of GatorLeads select “Embed Tracking” option under “Client
Admin”
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To right you should see your Client ID, take a note of this

Go back to Wordpress and enter the Client ID in the relevant section of the GatorLeads Settings

Save the settings. All done!

Please note: the tracking code will not be automatically inserted onto pages being viewed by
non admin users.

Using GatorLeads’ tracking code on Parallax websitesUsing GatorLeads’ tracking code on Parallax websites

The term ‘parallax’ refers to the apparent movement of objects when viewed from different
positions to create a sensation of depth or distance to your website.

If your website uses parallax scrolling and has a one-page design, don’t worry. GatorLeads'
tracking won’t just show you single visits to your one-page website. The additional GatorLeads
code will track every menu click.

In addition to the standard GatorLeads tracking code (no change there so leave as is), please
pass this code to your web designer/developer. This code needs to be placed on the page load. This code needs to be placed on the page load
function of your site.function of your site.

It makes sure that every navigation click on your website fires the GatorLeads tracking code.
This code may require some slight modification or may even need to be deployed specifically to
your website’s CMS platform.

Code example for Parallax siteCode example for Parallax site
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jQuery(function () {
// Configure WOW to track the top menu
jQuery(‘#nav a’).on(‘click’, function () {
// get the custom title
var element = jQuery(this);
var title = element.html();
var url = element.attr(‘href’);
// if the url starts with a # then it is an anchor tag
if (url[0] === ‘#’)
url = document.baseURI + url;

// add the
_wow.push([‘trackPageView’, title, url]);
});

Code example for custom valuesCode example for custom values

<!-- WOW Async Tracking Code Start -->

<script type='text/javascript'>

var _wow = _wow || [];

(function () {

try{

_wow.push(['setClientId', 'insert client code']);

_wow.push(['enableDownloadTracking']);

// set custom values

_wow.push([‘SetCustomData’, ‘val1’, ‘val2’, ‘val3’]);

// track page

_wow.push(['trackPageView']);

var d = document, g = d.createElement('script'), s = d.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

g.type = 'text/javascript'; g.defer = true; g.async = true;

g.src = '//t.wowanalytics.co.uk/Scripts/tracker.js';

s.parentNode.insertBefore(g, s);

}catch(err){}})();

</script>
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Using section headersUsing section headers
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Step 2: Creating CategoriesStep 2: Creating Categories

The first thing you need to decide is which of your web pages fall into which point category.
Don’t base your points on where you are getting the most leads but on where your leads
have converted in the past.

For example:

A pricing page or demo request page is a clear indication your lead is interested in your
business and therefore earns more points.

The homepage or a contact us page, while a lot of leads go there, it is not an indication that
the lead is ready to buy. Therefore, it gets less points.

Creating page categories makes it easier for you to assign scores to multiple pages. Once
you’ve decided which categories you want to use and which pages go into them, here is
how to set them up on GatorLeads.

Where do you create new Categories?Where do you create new Categories?

When you log into GatorLeads there is an option in the top navigation called “Admin”. Click this
link and follow the path through “Page Admin” and into “Categories”.
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Adding New CategoriesAdding New Categories

Once you are in the “Categories” section, you can add a new category simply by typing in the
box at the top of the page and clicking "Add".

Moving pages into different categoriesMoving pages into different categories

Once the categories have been created you can move onto assigning pages to the categories
that have been created. You can assign pages to categories by navigating yourself to the page
section in GatorLeads Admin - Page Admin - Page Scores.

To assign pages:

1  Search for the URL/alias by entering the alias or URL in the search box then click search

2  The search box will expand. You then have the option to categorise all the links that appear by
clicking on the Categories drop down and selecting the Category that you wish to assign the
pages to.
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How to categorise individual pagesHow to categorise individual pages

If you would only like to categories a single page, find the page using the search button and
then click the edit button. This navigates you to the update page where you can enter an alias,
change the page score and select the category that you would like to associate the page with.
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Step 4: Page ScoringStep 4: Page Scoring

Once you’ve set your code up, you need to score your pages. This is a really important step
to make sure the RIGHT leads are coming through as HOT leads.

After doing a lot of research, we’ve built a point scoring system on which web pages work
best for attracting, engaging or converting your leads. You can find our guide on this here

We recommend you put in place to make sure you are qualifying the right leads and reviewreview
if your page scoring is working every 12 weeksif your page scoring is working every 12 weeks.

Assigning a score to your page/page categoriesAssigning a score to your page/page categories

Once you have your pages and page categories in place, it is time to assign scores to each of
them. You can do this by going to GatorLeads Admin - Page Admin – New Page Filters.

You'll see a page that looks like this...
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To score individual pages or categories, simply search for your page, click the edit icon (the little
pencil in the far right column) and then change the score in the pop up screen that appears,
then click Update Filter.

Scoring a new pageScoring a new page

Of course, at some point you will probably create a new page for your website. The New Page
Filters section automatically picks up any pages that are new on your website and orders them
in descending score order. So to edit the score of any new page, simply click the edit icon on the
far right column. You’ll then be able to edit the score of your new page too.

As soon as your scores have been assigned, your lead grid in your GatorLeads platform will
start to fill up with visitors as they visit your web pages and build up their own score!
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Step 4: Deciding when leads are HOTStep 4: Deciding when leads are HOT

In the previous step we discussed page scoring, which works hard in hand with lead
scoring. The point of page scoring is to monitor your lead’s user journey. As they build up
points from visiting different pages, you can see how interested they become in your
product.

Once they’ve been around your whole website and built up a big enough score, it’s safe to
assume they are interested in your business. Therefore, they are no longer a cold lead.

The trick is to decide which score takes a cold lead to a lukewarm lead and a lukewarm lead
to a hot lead. This is the lead scoring bit. You get to decide your lead scoring criteria, but
below is our guidelines of what other customers have used successfully.

At this point, it is worth sitting down with both your sales and marketing teams and deciding on
what makes a qualified lead. They will both have different ideas about what suggests a lead is
interested in your business, so it’s important to take both sides on board.

From marketing’s point of view – consider the logic of the user journey to influence your point
scoring.

From sales point of view – consider the quality of the information the lead currently has and
what they could possibly need to convert into customers.

To edit your lead scoring, go to Admin – Page Admin – Lead Bands

You’ll be taken to a page that looks like this…
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As soon as you change the lead score, any leads you have will fall into one of these four
“bands”, based on the score they build up on your website. It’s as simple as that!

Remember: The “lead” will be an organisation, so everyone from that company that goes on
your website will contribute to the organisation’s total score. You can then look into the
company details in your GatorLeads platform to see the individual’s lead score they’ve built up
as part of the company’s overall score.
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Step 5: Managing your GatorLeads usersStep 5: Managing your GatorLeads users

You probably have a lot of people that are excited about using GatorLeads now that you
have it! From the business development managers in your sales team to the marketing
executives in the marketing department. Everyone can use GatorLeads, but you do need to
keep some sort of order to make sure no leads slip through the cracks!

To manage who have access to which parts of your GatorLeads platform, go to: Admin – Client
Admin – Manage Users

You’ll be redirected to a page that looks like this:

On this page you can:

• Add users (their name, email address and password to the platform)
• Reset passwords for people using your GatorLeads platform
• Tick which actions each member will have access to

Definitions of the actions:
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Admin –Admin – Has access to everything on GatorLeads

Leads –Leads – Allows someone to manage the leads, assign leads to people and see who the leads are
assigned to

Sales –Sales – Only able to see leads assigned to themselves

Reports –Reports – Receive emailed reports about what they want to track

Twitter –Twitter – Allows users to track leads from Twitter, post and view the Twitter feed

Purchase –Purchase – Gives users the opportunity to buy contact details
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Step 6: What to do with your lead boardStep 6: What to do with your lead board

Once you’ve set up these sections of your GatorLeads account, you are ready to get started
on tracking your leads!

When you log into your GatorLeads account, the homepage should be your lead grid which
looks something like this…

(You can also find it by clicking on the ‘My Leads’ tab in the top left corner of the menu bar)

This grid has quite a lot of information for you! So, let’s run through it together one step at a
time.

1. The tab barThe tab bar at the top of the table allows you to see all your leads, your competitors, your
customers, partners, suppliers, or custom leads you create. (We’ll get to that later.)

2. The next row allows you to customise your table further based on categorycustomise your table further based on category, who the leads
are assigned to, different lead scores or how many points leads have scored per page.

3. The rating columnrating column shows the chilli’s your lead has built up. These chilli’s are based on your
lead scoring bands you decided on earlier.

4. The watch columnwatch column is next. In this column you have three icons: a building, a person and a
grey circle. If the building is in colour, it means GatorLeads has identified the company. If the
person is in colour, it means GatorLeads has identified the individual. If the grey circle is
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green, it means you have placed a “watch” on a company and will be alerted every time that
company comes back on your website.

5. The LinkedIn iconLinkedIn icon allows you to go straight to the lead’s LinkedIn page to find out more
about them.

6. The company columncompany column identifies the country the IP address was found from (the flag), gives a
short company description (the building), and the company name.

7. The email address columnemail address column will list any of the emails GatorLeads has tracked with their
cookie technology or allow you to get the contact details of employees within that company.

8. The date score columndate score column shows you the total score that lead has built up on your website over
the date range of the table.

9. The assigned to columnassigned to column shows the sales team member the lead has been assigned to.
10. The icon in the very last column is where you can add notesadd notes about your lead.

Understanding each leadUnderstanding each lead

From the lead board, you can drill down and find out more about each company on the lead
board. To do this, you simply have to click the company name.

It will redirect you to a page that looks like this:

Website Visits TabWebsite Visits Tab

This page will tell you:

• The lead’s total score and pages viewed since being tracked by GatorLeads
• If you’ve picked a certain date range it will show that score and page views for that

timeframe
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• The number of identified contacts in the company
• A filter to see the last 15 sessions the lead viewed (you can change this by clicking on the

session dropdown menu)
• The last 10 pages the company has visited on your website
• The top 10 pages the company has visited on your website
• An opportunity to download all the pages the company has visited on your website

Campaign & Keywords TabCampaign & Keywords Tab

The next tab is the campaign and keywords tab. It will tell you:

• The campaigns your lead has come from
• Any keywords they used to get to your website (including PPC)
• Where they came from (search engines)
• Any PURLs they have come from…we’ll get to that later in the guide!

Emarketing Contacts TabEmarketing Contacts Tab

The next tab is the emarketing contacts tab. It is exactly the same as the website visit tab above,
except it will show you the information from each individual contact GatorLeads has identified
within that company by using Communigator email marketing.

Simply click on each contact on the left to see their information on the right.

The icons within the contact area allow you to (from left to right):

• Open the contact’s details in a new window
• Create a PURL for the contact (covered in step 10)
• Nurture the contact (covered in step 10)
• Get their contact information
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Company & People Profile TabCompany & People Profile Tab

The final tab, Company & People Profile, shows you:

• The company’s revenue figure
• The number of employees
• The company’s total score and pages viewed since being tracked by GatorLeads
• If you’ve picked a certain date range it will show that score and page views for that

timeframe
• The company’s address(es)
• The industry sectors they work in
• A description of the company
• The people in the company

• • Filter by management level or job function
• Buy their email address if available (covered in step 10)
• Create a PURL for each individual (covered in step 10)
• Put each individual in a nurture campaign (covered in step 10)
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Step 7: Assigning your leadsStep 7: Assigning your leads

As leads start to appear in your GatorLeads lead table, you will probably want to assign
them to members of your sales team.

You can do this in one of two ways:

1. In the lead table, under the Assign To column
2. Once you drill down into the company view

Once you’ve clicked ‘Assign Lead’, you’ll be redirected to a page like this:
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From there, you can:

1. Select what type of lead they are (customer/competitor/supplier/partner).
2. Select their lead status. Are they an open opportunity, in the sales process, a won deal, a lost

deal, not a sales opportunity so you need to qualify them out, or just ignore them.
3. Assign which member of the sales team or “GatorLeads user” you want to assign the lead to.
4. Copy in the other admin users so they also get the email that lets them know who the lead is

assigned to and any other updates they need to keep an eye on.
5. Create a watch, so the person assigned to the lead will get an email whenever this lead goes

on the website.
6. Add any other notes about the lead that you need to have on hand.

Then simply click Save Changes. The sales team member (and possibly other admin users) will
then receive an email telling them that the lead is assigned to them and any other information
they need to know.
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Step 8: Changing your lead typeStep 8: Changing your lead type

You remember how in your lead table, there were several tabs at the top? All leads,
competitors, customers, partners, suppliers…etc.

To change any leads on your grid, follow the same process as Assign a lead. Then, in the
‘Select Lead Type’ menu, select which category the lead falls into.

If the categories in GatorLeads don’t cover every category you need, you can also create custom
lead types or categories. You can create 3 of your own. To do this, go to Admin – System Admin
– Lead Types.

You’ll be redirected to a page that looks like this:
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Allocating leads by sales territoryAllocating leads by sales territory

You can now automatically assign leads to your sales team using postcode and industry
logic too. To do this, go to Admin – System Admin – Sales Territories.

You’ll get a page that looks like this:

Simply add the name of the sales territory, the country, postcode and who to assign the sales
territory too and click save. The user you select will then automatically get any lead in that
territory assigned to them
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Uploading existing customer listsUploading existing customer lists

Of course, you might already have a list of customers, competitors & suppliers relevant to
your business that aren’t set up in your GatorLeads platform. To make sure GatorLeads
doesn’t track these as new lead opportunities, you can upload a .CSV file of your current
lead types.

To do this, go to Admin – System Admin – Upload Companies

You’ll be taken to a page that looks like this:

How to upload existing customer listsHow to upload existing customer lists

Simply select the type of list you would like to upload (for example a list of competitors) and if
you need to, assign it to a GatorLeads user. Then decide if you would like an email to be sent to
you confirming what has been uploaded to GatorLeads.

Once you’ve selected a type of lead list you would like to upload, you’ll be asked to drop the files
into your GatorLeads platform:

Once you’ve done that, your current lead types will be uploaded into your GatorLeads platform
and will track as the particular lead type you’ve uploaded!
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Step 9: Setting up alertsStep 9: Setting up alerts

One of GatorLeads' great features includes setting up alerts. These alerts can be based on
any number of activities on your website, from when a company comes back on your
website to when a visitor hits a key page.

To get to Alerts, just click on Alerts in the top menu bar.

This page gives you the option to:

• The option to create a new alert
• See all the alerts that have been set up
• The orange bar shows you how many alerts you are allowed and how many you have

enabled
• Edit any current alerts
• Copy any current alerts
• Delete any current alerts

Creating a new alertCreating a new alert

Click the purple Create New Alert button.

Then name your alert, choose the frequency, the time you want to run the alert and whether
you want to turn the alert on right now. Then you can set up the rules of the alert.
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Setting up the rules of the alertSetting up the rules of the alert

You can select your rules based on different criteria such as Page Visits, Leads Types, and
Campaigns etc. You can also combine rules to make filtering more specific.

NOTE: If you have more than 1 rule to an alert, your lead will have to have completed all the
rules for that alert in order for you to get a notification.
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Filter by Page VisitsFilter by Page Visits

If you would like to set a rule based on a particular page individuals have visited, you can do this
on the page visits option.

1) Make sure the switch has been set to on.

2) If you would like to apply the criteria by URL, select the URL option. With this option, you will
need to make sure the page you have selected has a GatorLeads tracking code on it. If you
paste the URL and the page highlights green, you have a tracking code in place and can set up
the alert. If the URL highlights red then please contact support@communigator.co.uk who will
be able to help you set up the alert.

3) If you would like to apply the alert criteria by Category, select the category you would like to
use for the alert.
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Filter by CampaignsFilter by Campaigns

You can set alerts to filter by campaigns too. To use this function, you must be sending UTM
values. UTM Campaign values from mediums such as social or PPC can be read, however this
may mean there is no email address associated with the contact that matches the alert criteria.

1) You can either enter the campaign manually or use the search icon that is highlighted in the
below screenshot, which displays a list of all the campaigns that GatorLeads has picked up on.

2) You are able to select the alert based on how recently your visitors have interacted with the
campaign too. If you would like to do this, click on the drop down box and select the time that
meets your criteria.

Filter by ReferrerFilter by Referrer

The Referrer option allows you to restrict alerts to visits generated from specific third party
sources. This is useful if you have campaigns driving traffic to a specific page on your website.
The “Exact Match” option allows you to fully qualify a singular referrer source as opposed to any
traffic from a third party in general.
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Filter by KeywordFilter by Keyword

This filter will alert you when a certain keyword has driven a visitor to your site. Please note, this
only works with words, not phrases.

1) You can search for the keywords that have been used in GatorLeads or you can enter the
keyword into the keyword search bar.

2) If you would like to have an exact match on the word, we suggest using the search bar. This
ensures GatorLeads will not provide an alert if it does not match the keyword.

Filter by Lead TypeFilter by Lead Type

To filter alerts by certain types of visitors, select the lead type and then set the types that you
would like to include in the alert. Please note, you are not able to create new lead types. These
are all set as default in GatorLeads.
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Filter by Lead StatusFilter by Lead Status

To filter alerts by the status of the visitor, select 'Leads Status' and then set the types that you
would like to include in the alert.

Filter by Lead BandFilter by Lead Band

To filter your alert by lead band, select the relevant band. NOTE: you can only choose one band
per alert. The bands are controlled as part of your lead score setup.
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Setting up Alert ActionsSetting up Alert Actions

Once you have set up the alert's rules you are able to move onto the send to section. This
allows you to select the contacts that you would send the alert to.

Once you are happy with the criteria and sending of the alerts click Save Alert.

Changing Your AlertChanging Your Alert

1) If you need to change anything on your alert, just click on one of the tabs or press the
previous button. Or, if you are happy with the alert, click Save Alert.

2) If you are happy with the alert, click 'Save Alert'

3) If you would like to cancel this alert and lose any additional changes, click cancel

4) If you click on the email tab it will provide you with the option to enter the email address of
who you want the alert to be sent to

5) Once you have entered the recipients email address, click 'Add Email Address'. You can add
as many recipients to the alert as you would like

6) If you would also like to email the alert to the assignee, tick the alert assignee box
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Step 10: What else you can do with yourStep 10: What else you can do with your
GatorLeads leadsGatorLeads leads

Once you’ve found out who your leads are and the individuals from that company, you can
start getting in contact with them to build up your relationship.

Purchase email addressesPurchase email addresses

If their email address did not appear on the lead table, you will need to click the purple ‘Get
Contacts’ button. You will then be redirected to the Company and People Profile.

The green action button will show you if GatorLeads has the email address available to track. Or
you may need to purchase email credits (each address costs 50p to buy) in order to get access
to their email address. Ask your account manager for more details on pricing and how many
credits you can buy.

Once you have your lead’s email address, you can send them a PURL (personalised URL) to
track their activity on your website.

What is a PURL?What is a PURL?

The most important thing to remember when you are making a PURL, is that by definition they
are personal and therefore a URL needs to be created for every individual that you are wishing
to track.
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1. Enter the website that the PURL should direct to

2. Enter the email address of the person you are sending the PURL to

3. Enter the Campaign Name to identify and track specific campaigns in GatorLeads. This name
will add the UTM value (campaign name) to end of your URL string and allow you to monitor the
individual's activity

4. Tick the box to get an email sent to you whenever the PURL is clicked

5. Click create the PURL and this will generate a URL for you to copy and paste to send to your
contact to monitor the individual's activity.

How a PURL worksHow a PURL works

PURL’s work by serving cookie technology. So when you put this personalised URL in your email
and your lead clicks it, GatorLeads will track their personal activities on your website and any
subsequent visits to your site.

This contact will then also show up as an emarketing contact within the company and contacts
page so you can put them in an email marketing campaign.

Why you should use PURLsWhy you should use PURLs

Using PURLs in your 1 to 1 email is a great way to see if the content you are providing in your
emails is something your lead is interested in.

Then, when they have clicked on your PURL, you’ll then be able to see where they go on your
website (as long as your URL links to somewhere on your website). Alternatively, if your PURL is
a PDF link, you’ll be able to know when they download the file because GatorLeads will alert you
as soon as the download is complete.

As soon as the PURL is clicked, GatorLeads will also be able to cookie the individual and then
track their movements on your website and any subsequent visits to your website.

This is a great tool for sales to use as they can use PURLs tracking tool to see what their lead is
interested in. From there they can create a tailored sales pitch that focuses on what they know
their lead has looked at.

It also gives marketing a great insight into which content is converting leads and driving them
through the sales process. It also helps them track the website user journey and how effective it
is. This allows them to know which pages are successfully converting traffic or which pages
need a bit more attention.

How to create a PURLHow to create a PURL

To get to the PURL page, go to Tools – PURL – Create
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Simply:

1. Enter the website that the PURL should direct to

2. Enter the email address of the person you are sending the PURL to

3. Enter the Campaign Name to identify and track specific campaigns in GatorLeads. This name
will add the utm value (campaign name) to end of your URL string and allow you to monitor the
individual's activity

4. Tick the box to get an email sent to you whenever the PURL is clicked

5. Click create the PURL and this will generate a URL for you to copy and paste to send to your
contact to monitor the individual's activity.

IMPORTANT: PURLs are personalised URLs, which means you need to create a different PURL
for each individual you wish to track.

Checking the history of your PURLsChecking the history of your PURLs

On the history PURL page, you can see a number of details about every PURL you have set up.

This includes:

1. This is the date the PURL was created

2. This is the personal email address the PURL was sent to

3. This is the campaign that will display in the UTM string and will allow you to filter within
GatorLeads
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4. This is the PURL that has been sent to the individual contact

5. This is whether an alert to yourself has been enabled

6. This is who created the PURL

7. This is how many hits the PURL has had

8. This allows you to view the contacts journey via a permalink

Nurturing your leadsNurturing your leads

Once you have a contact’s email address, you can do more than just PURL them. You can also
put them into a marketing automation process. Don’t worry, you don’t have to have marketing
automation to do this! You can also do it in GatorLeads with GatorLeads' lead nurturing series.

GatorLeads’ lead nurturing campaign is a 3 email series. We will build this campaign series for
you, including the HTML design and make it adaptable, so it displays across a wide range of
email providers and devices.

You can also choose how these emails are triggered, whether you want a 2 day delay between
each message or a week.

If you are unsure about what to say or what will work best, we are happy to help. Just ask your
Account Manager for more information.

Moving on to marketing automationMoving on to marketing automation

Once you start generating too many leads to track them with individual emails, we can upgrade
you to our sister company, CommuniGator, to create you an email marketing platform. With
this marketing automation, you can trigger emails based on a number of factors.

The trigger could come from:

• When your lead lands on a certain page
• When your lead builds up to a certain score
• When your lead downloads a whitepaper

Together with GatorLeads, this will be the fastest way to successfully warm up and convert all
the qualified leads coming to your website.
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Step 11: Reporting where your leads came fromStep 11: Reporting where your leads came from

One of the great things about the GatorLeads platform is it works for both sales and
marketing. The reports and insights is really useful for you to track which campaigns leads
are coming from, where leads are converting and anything else you need to know.

InsightsInsights

The first option in the drop-down menu of Reporting is Insights. This section is a great way to
find out more about the companies that have been on your website.

In this section you can review which traffic sources, industries, locations and company sizes are
the most popular and profitable for you. This gives you a great indication of what channels are
the most successful and who your ideal target audience actually IS. From there you can also
decide which sections need more attention.

On this page, you can also click on any of the rows in the tables to drill down and get even more
information about that particular subject.

For example, I could select “Software” in Industries and then find out exactly where the traffic
sources just for software industries came from. Or I could click into the PPC traffic medium
channel to identify previously unknown visitors.
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ReportsReports

You’ll find the reports in the drop-down menu of the top menu bar where ‘Reporting’ is.

From here you can create manual reports based on the below.

Simply select the box you would like to create and then the date range it should be created for.
After you press the email report button, the report will be sent to your email address.

PPC CampaignsPPC Campaigns

You can also see which PPC campaigns are bringing in and converting the most leads by
running a specific PPC report too. Just go to Reporting – Reports – PPC Reports.

From there pick a specific date range, click the PPC Report button and you’ll see a screen that
looks similar to the below.

This page will show you:

• The companies who have come from PPC campaigns
• When they first visited
• The landing page the PPC ad took them too
• The source of the campaign
• The keyword they used
• The PPC campaign they clicked on
• Whether the content/keyword they searched was broad 'b', exact 'e' or a phrase 'p'
• Plus a link to the lead table, so you can access their company record
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Other reporting options also include filtering by companies, contacts or just viewing quick stats.

Site AnalyticsSite Analytics

The site analytics section on your GatorLeads platform is a great way to see graphs of your
traffics behavior.

Visitors –Visitors – The visitor’s page will show you your unique visitors per day and per month. Note: this
includes the traffic that GatorLeads couldn’t identify as leads.

Bounce Rate –Bounce Rate – This page shows you the daily and an average monthly bounce rate, as well as an
overall percentage of your traffic that is leaving your website after only viewing one page.

Pages –Pages – This will show you how many individual page views each of your pages/page categories
has had. You can also break these page views down into a date range of your choosing.

Downloads –Downloads – This will show you how many individual page views each of your downloadable
content sources has had. Again, you can break these page views down into a date range of your
choosing.

Search Terms –Search Terms – This page shows you which search terms have been used and how much traffic
has come to your website from these search terms. You’ll also have a pie chart of the top 5
search terms and can filter the terms by a date range of your choosing.

Browsers –Browsers – This page will show you which browsers your visitors used and exactly how many of
them came from that particular browser. You’ll also have a pie chart showing the percentages
of the browsers being used to get to your website and, again, you can filter the browser usage
by a date range of your choosing.

Match rate –Match rate – This page will show your daily and average monthly match rate of the leads
identified on your website from WOW. You’ll also see the match rate of this week, last week and
when your best match rate week occurred.
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Please note, these figures will differ slightly from what you see on Google Analytics. This is
because they are based on the companies that GatorLeads has been able to name, rather than
ALL the anonymous data Google Analytics reports on.
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Step 12: Introducing a nurturing campaignStep 12: Introducing a nurturing campaign

Once your GatorLeads platform is up and running and you are successfully tracking your
hot leads, you can dedicate a bit of time to warming up the leads that are being identified
on your website by WOW but aren’t really engaging.

First, take a look at what your “cold” leads are looking at and decide how you can get them
to move through a user journey until they become a “hot” lead sales can pitch to. This will
be the basis of the content you use in an email nurturing campaign.

You can then talk to your Account Manager about setting one up, and we’ll create the 3-partwe’ll create the 3-part
email campaign for youemail campaign for you.

We’ll take care of:

• The HTML of your emails
• The RMD, so your emails display across a wide range of email providers and devices
• Trigger the emails according to a delay you set (one email every 2 days or 2 weeks)
• Design the emails to look like they are coming to your leads directly from you
• Advice on the best practice to get your email opens, clicks and engagement rates

continuously improving

All you have to do is provide the copy!

Which leads you can place in a nurturing campaignWhich leads you can place in a nurturing campaign

You can place any lead in a GatorLeads lead nurturing campaign as long as you have their email
address. To get you started, we can give you 500 of your contacts at 50p each. We will also
automatically supress your leads that are on your customer tab so you are focusing on drawing
in new business only.

What a nurturing campaign can do for youWhat a nurturing campaign can do for you

Now for the cool bit! The visitors from your remarketing campaign will be shown to you in your
GatorLeads platform as named contact visits, as well as the companies they work for. You can
filter out the behaviour of the individual from all the company traffic and then see how key
contacts in your target accounts have behaved.

As these named contacts now carry “cookies”** any and all future website visits for 12 months
by that contact will identify them as named contacts.
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Following your sign off, your campaign will work with the sole objective of driving clicks back to
your website.

That’s it! I hope you enjoy usingThat’s it! I hope you enjoy using GatorLeadsGatorLeads & every opportunity we can present you with!& every opportunity we can present you with!
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GatorLeads Training VideosGatorLeads Training Videos
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Training VideosTraining Videos

Check out our latest training videos covering all the features and what you can do with
GatorLeads. From creating alerts to reporting insights, we'll talk you through how to use
them effectively.

You can view them all here.
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AlertsAlerts

In GatorLeads, you can set up 10 alerts based on the activity on your website. The alert
could be when a lead comes back on your website, when they hit a key page or even when
they hit a key score.

All you need to do is name the new alert, define what you want the alert to be for and who
should receive it once it goes off.

Watch our quick training video on alerts here.
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Assigning LeadsAssigning Leads

As more leads filter through GatorLeads, you'll need to start assigning them to different
members of your sales team.

There are two simple ways you can do this, either in "My Leads" or when you drill down to
view the company details.

Watch our quick training video on assigning leads here.
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CategoriesCategories

You can categorise leads as Competitors, Customers or Suppliers so your sales teams know
which leads they don't need to contact.

To change the category of a lead, simply click the "Assign Lead" area and select the category
you wish to place the lead in. Saving your changes will then move them into the correct
section of your leads grid.

Watch our quick training video on Categories here.
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Company RecordCompany Record

To find out as much information about the companies on your website, simply click the
company name from the "My Leads" section.

From there you'll be able to see the pages they've visited most recently and historically,
their company address and other key details you'll need to know.

Watch our quick training video on Company Records here.
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InsightsInsights

To find out where your leads have come from and report on which categories are
performing, you can check your GatorLeads insights from the "Reporting" tab in the top
menu.

You can then select particular data ranges, geographical locations and email campaigns to
see what your leads are responding too and what could boost improvement.

Watch our quick training video on insights here.
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PURLSPURLS

A personalised URL (PURL) is a link that you can use in your 1 to 1 emails to track individuals
once they click on it and begin moving around your website.

All you need to do is choose the page on your website that you wish to send the individual
to. From there, GatorLeads will alert you when they click on the PURL, when they are on
your website and what they interact with.
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Lead Grid IntroductionLead Grid Introduction

To find out who is on your website and which leads are HOT, you can find the lead grid by
clicking on the "My Leads" tab in the top menu.

From there, you can see all your leads that day. You'll also be able to access their company
details, assign leads, get contact details and much more.

Watch our quick training video here.
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Page Admin - CategoriesPage Admin - Categories

To make your page reports easier to understand, you can group them into categories
within GatorLeads.

You'll find "Page Admin" in the "Admin" section of the top menu and you can then add, edit
or delete your page categories.
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Page Admin - New Page FiltersPage Admin - New Page Filters

To track brand new pages on your website, use "Page Filters" on GatorLeads. This section is
also where you can define the page scoring rules.

You'll find "Page Filters" in the "Page Admin" section, after "Admin" in the top menu. You
can move a filter down your page scoring grid, add a new filter or delete any page filters
you currently have.

Watch the training video here.
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Client AdminClient Admin

You can find the GatorLeads code and information on the users of GatorLeads in the "Client
Admin" section.

To get there, go to the "Admin" tab on the top menu and select "Client Admin" from the
drop down menu. From there, you'll be able to navigate around to find all the
administration details you need.

Watch our quick training video here.
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Page Admin - Lead BandsPage Admin - Lead Bands

Every page on your website has a score. As visitors move around your website they build up
their total score. Once they reach a certain level, they are defined in your GatorLeads lead
grid as a HOT lead.

You can change the score range that determines what makes a lead cold, lukewarm or hot
under the "Page Admin" section, which can be found under the "Admin" tab in the top
menu.
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Page Admin - ScoresPage Admin - Scores

You can also manually update the page scores in the "Page Admin" section, found under
the "Admin" tab in the top menu.

Then you can select a certain page, type of page or page category and update the scores
individually or in one go.
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Purchase DataPurchase Data

In GatorLeads, you can purchase email addresses from the individuals visiting your website.
You can do this either by clicking the "Get Contacts" button in the lead grid or by looking
further into the company profile.

Once you've clicked on the company in your lead grid, you'll also be able to see any email
addresses that are available in the Company & People Profile.
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ReportsReports

There are a number of reports you can generate in GatorLeads. Simply go to the
"Reporting" tab in the top menu to select a report you would like to see.

You can also create custom reports by selecting different options in the reporting area.
From PPC campaigns to a quick stat update - you can get all the reports you need in a few
simple clicks.
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System Admin - Sales TerritorySystem Admin - Sales Territory

If you have a sales team that works in different territories, you can assign leads in
GatorLeads based on this logic.

In the "Admin" section in the top menu, you'll find "System Admin" and "Sales Territories" in
the drop down menus. From there you can see the current territories, add new ones and
add the details you'll need to assign leads.
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System Admin - Upload LeadsSystem Admin - Upload Leads

When you start using GatorLeads, you might want to upload existing leads, competitors or
customers into GatorLeads so you know who they are.

You can do this in the "System Admin" section (under "Admin" in the main menu). From
there you can choose which files to upload and can even assign these lists to people from
within GatorLeads.
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New to GatorLeads?New to GatorLeads?
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Lead Nurture SeriesLead Nurture Series

So, once you have purchased a prospects email address, what do you do with it? Emailing
them 1 on 1 is all well and good, but maybe you need to “warm” them up a bit first to be
sales ready.

Don’t worry – GatorLeads can provide you with an automated lead nurture series so you
won't have to use an email marketing platform.

Contact Us to find out more

Purchase the dataPurchase the data

Thanks to GatorLeads's IP lookup technology and private database, we have access to more
company details than anyone else. This includes email addresses from employees that have
accepted our cookie technology. If these employees are on our database, you can buy their
contact information for just 50p.

Track from a nurture campaignTrack from a nurture campaign

Once you have purchased an email address you can create that individual a PURL or add them
to a lead nurture series. This will mean that you can track the click activity of your leads back to
your website. This will also give you the ability to warm up cold leads, reinforce your business
value and show them the benefits of your products and services until they are ready to buy.

Because you can see what your prospects are looking at on your website, you can also send
them messages relevant to their interests. With GatorLeads, you can create tailored email
series based on products, events or the stages of your buyer journey. Clever!

Have your email campaign designed for youHave your email campaign designed for you

WOW will take the hassle out of your email campaigns by doing all the time-consuming setting
up and design for you. This includes the HTML and RMD so that your messages display across a
wide range of email providers and devices. We will trigger your emails however you like, be it 2
days apart or a week. However you want your email campaign to work, GatorLeads can make it
happen.
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Training step 1: Who is on your websiteTraining step 1: Who is on your website

Once you’ve set up your GatorLeads account, you are ready to get started on tracking your
leads! Watch the video tutorial here.

When you log into your GatorLeads account, the homepage should be your lead grid which
looks something like this…

(You can also find it by clicking on the ‘My Leads’ tab in the top left corner of the menu bar)

This grid has quite a lot of information for you! So, let’s run through it together one step at a
time.

1. The tab bar at the top of the table allows you to see all your leads, your competitors, your
customers, partners, suppliers, or custom leads you create. (We’ll get to that later.)

2. The next row allows you to customise your table further based on category, who the leads
are assigned to, different lead scores or how many points leads have scored per page.

3. The rating column shows the chilli’s your lead has built up. These chilli’s are based on your
lead scoring bands you decided on earlier.

4. The watch column is next. In this column you have three icons: a building, a person and a
grey circle. If the building is in colour, it means GatorLeads has identified the company. If the
person is in colour, it means GatorLeads has identified the individual. If the grey circle is green,
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it means you have placed a “watch” on a company and will be alerted every time that company
comes back on your website

5. The LinkedIn icon allows you to go straight to the lead’s LinkedIn page to find out more about
them.

6. The company column identifies the country the IP address was found from (the flag), gives a
short company description (the building), and the company name.

7. The email address column will list any of the emails GatorLeads has tracked with their cookie
technology or allow you to get the contact details of employees within that company.

8. The date score column shows you the total score that lead has built up on your website over
the date range of the table.

9. The assigned to column shows the sales team member the lead has been assigned to.

10. The icon in the very last column is where you can add notes about your lead.

Understanding each leadUnderstanding each lead

From the lead board, you can drill down and find out more about each company on the lead
board. To do this, you simply have to click the company name.

Website Visits TabWebsite Visits Tab

This page will tell you:

• The lead’s total score and pages viewed since being tracked by GatorLeads
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• If you’ve picked a certain date range it will show that score and page views for that
timeframe

• The number of identified contacts in the company
• A filter to see the last 15 sessions the lead viewed (you can change this by clicking on the

session dropdown menu)
• The last 10 pages the company has visited on your website
• The top 10 pages the company has visited on your website
• An opportunity to download all the pages the company has visited on your website

Campaign & Keywords TabCampaign & Keywords Tab

The next tab is the campaign and keywords tab. It will tell you:

• The campaigns your lead has come from
• Any keywords they used to get to your website (including PPC)
• Where they came from (search engines)
• Any PURLs they have come from…we’ll get to that later in the guide!
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Emarketing Contacts TabEmarketing Contacts Tab

The next tab is the emarketing contacts tab. It is exactly the same as the website visit tab above,
except it will show you the information from each individual contact GatorLeads has identified
within that company by using Communigator email marketing.

Simply click on each contact on the left to see their information on the right.

The icons within the contact area allow you to (from left to right):

• Open the contact’s details in a new window
• Create a PURL for the contact (covered in step 10)
• Nurture the contact (covered in step 10)

Get their contact information
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Company & People Profile TabCompany & People Profile Tab

The final tab, Company & People Profile, shows you:

• The company’s revenue figure
• The number of employees
• The company’s total score and pages viewed since being tracked by GatorLeads
• If you’ve picked a certain date range it will show that score and page views for that

timeframe
• The company’s address(es)
• The industry sectors they work in
• A description of the company
• The people in the company

• • Filter by management level or job function
• Buy their email address if available
• Create a PURL for each individual
• Put each individual in a nurture campaign
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Training step 2: Where have your visitors comeTraining step 2: Where have your visitors come
from?from?

One of the great things about the GatorLeads platform is it works for both sales and
marketing. The reports and insights is really useful for you to track which campaigns leads
are coming from, where leads are converting and anything else you need to know.

You can watch the training video here.

InsightsInsights

The first option in the drop-down menu of Reporting is Insights. This section is a great way to
find out more about the companies that have been on your website.

In this section you can review which traffic sources, industries, locations and company sizes are
the most popular and profitable for you. This gives you a great indication of what channels are
the most successful and who your ideal target audience actually IS. From there you can also
decide which sections need more attention.

On this page, you can also click on any of the rows in the tables to drill down and get even more
information about that particular subject.
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For example, I could select “Software” in Industries and then find out exactly where the traffic
sources just for software industries came from. Or I could click into the PPC traffic medium
channel to identify previously unknown visitors.

ReportsReports

You’ll find the reports in the drop-down menu of the top menu bar where ‘Reporting’ is.

Simply select the box you would like to create and then the date range it should be created for.
After you press the email report button, the report will be sent to your email address.

PPC CampaignsPPC Campaigns

You can also see which PPC campaigns are bringing in and converting the most leads by
running a specific PPC report too. Just go to Reporting – Reports – PPC Reports.

From there pick a specific date range, click the PPC Report button.

This page will show you:

• The companies who have come from PPC campaigns
• When they first visited
• The landing page the PPC ad took them too
• The source of the campaign
• The keyword they used
• The PPC campaign they clicked on
• Whether the content/keyword they searched was broad 'b', exact 'e' or a phrase 'p'
• Plus a link to the lead table, so you can access their company record
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Other reporting options also include filtering by companies, contacts or just viewing quick stats.

Site AnalyticsSite Analytics

The site analytics section on your GatorLeads platform is a great way to see graphs of your
traffics behavior.

Visitors – The visitor’s page will show you your unique visitors per day and per month. Note: this
includes the traffic that GatorLeads couldn’t identify as leads.

Bounce Rate – This page shows you the daily and an average monthly bounce rate, as well as an
overall percentage of your traffic that is leaving your website after only viewing one page.

Pages – This will show you how many individual page views each of your pages/page categories
has had. You can also break these page views down into a date range of your choosing.

Downloads – This will show you how many individual page views each of your downloadable
content sources has had. Again, you can break these page views down into a date range of your
choosing.

Search Terms – This page shows you which search terms have been used and how much traffic
has come to your website from these search terms. You’ll also have a pie chart of the top 5
search terms and can filter the terms by a date range of your choosing.

Browsers – This page will show you which browsers your visitors used and exactly how many of
them came from that particular browser. You’ll also have a pie chart showing the percentages
of the browsers being used to get to your website and, again, you can filter the browser usage
by a date range of your choosing.

Match rate – This page will show your daily and average monthly match rate of the leads
identified on your website from GatorLeads. You’ll also see the match rate of this week, last
week and when your best match rate week occurred.
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Please note, these figures will differ slightly from what you see on Google Analytics. This is
because they are based on the companies that GatorLeads has been able to name, rather than
ALL the anonymous data Google Analytics reports on.
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Training step 3: What to do with your leads onTraining step 3: What to do with your leads on
GatorLeads?GatorLeads?

Once you’ve found out who your leads are and the individuals from that company, you can
start getting in contact with them to build up your relationship.

You can watch the training video here.

Purchase email addressesPurchase email addresses

If their email address did not appear on the lead table, you will need to click the purple ‘Get
Contacts’ button. You will then be redirected to the Company and People Profile.

The green action button will show you if GatorLeads has the email address available to track. Or
you may need to purchase email credits (each address costs 50p to buy) in order to get access
to their email address. Ask your account manager for more details on pricing and how many
credits you can buy.

Creating a PURLCreating a PURL

Once you have your lead’s email address, you can send them a PURL (personalised URL) to
track their activity on your website.
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What is a PURL?What is a PURL?

A personal URL (PURL) is a unique shortened URL created specifically for a single person. It will
allow WOW to track the individual contact rather than just their company. As a 1 to 1 web link
you could use this in a personal outlook style email to alert you when your contact has visited
the supplied link.

As a unique additional feature, you can add a PDF link so you will know when your contact
downloads the file. GatorLeads will alert you automatically once the download has happened.

How a PURL worksHow a PURL works

PURL’s work by serving cookie technology. So when you put this personalised URL in your email
and your lead clicks it, GatorLeads will track their personal activities on your website and any
subsequent visits to your site.

This contact will then also show up as an emarketing contact within the company and contacts
page so you can put them in an email marketing campaign.

Why you should use PURLs

Using PURLs in your 1 to 1 email is a great way to see if the content you are providing in your
emails is something your lead is interested in.

Then, when they have clicked on your PURL, you’ll then be able to see where they go on your
website (as long as your URL links to somewhere on your website). Alternatively, if your PURL is
a PDF link, you’ll be able to know when they download the file because GatorLeads will alert you
as soon as the download is complete.

As soon as the PURL is clicked, GatorLeads will also be able to cookie the individual and then
track their movements on your website and any subsequent visits to your website.

This is a great tool for sales to use as they can use PURLs tracking tool to see what their lead is
interested in. From there they can create a tailored sales pitch that focuses on what they know
their lead has looked at.

It also gives marketing a great insight into which content is converting leads and driving them
through the sales process. It also helps them track the website user journey and how effective it
is. This allows them to know which pages are successfully converting traffic or which pages
need a bit more attention.

How to create a PURLHow to create a PURL

To get to the PURL page, go to Tools – PURL – Create

Simply:
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1. Enter the website that the PURL should direct to

2. Enter the email address of the person you are sending the PURL to

3. Enter the Campaign Name to identify and track specific campaigns in GatorLeads. This name
will add the utm value (campaign name) to end of your URL string and allow you to monitor the
individual's activity

4. Tick the box to get an email sent to you whenever the PURL is clicked

5. Click create the PURL and this will generate a URL for you to copy and paste to send to your
contact to monitor the individual's activity.

IMPORTANT: PURLs are personalised URLs, which means you need to create a different PURL
for each individual you wish to track.

Checking the history of your PURLsChecking the history of your PURLs

On the history PURL page, you can see a number of details about every PURL you have set up.

This includes:

1. This is the date the PURL was created

2. This is the personal email address the PURL was sent to

3. This is the campaign that will display in the UTM string and will allow you to filter within
GatorLeads
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4. This is the PURL that has been sent to the individual contact

5. This is whether an alert to yourself has been enabled

6. This is who created the PURL

7. This is how many hits the PURL has had

8. This allows you to view the contacts journey via a permalink

Nurturing your leadsNurturing your leads

Once you have a contact’s email address, you can do more than just PURL them. You can also
put them into a marketing automation process. Don’t worry, you don’t have to have marketing
automation to do this! You can also do it in GatorLeads with GatorLeads' lead nurturing series.

GatorLeads' lead nurturing campaign is a 3 email series. We will build this campaign series for
you, including the HTML design and make it adaptable, so it displays across a wide range of
email providers and devices.

You can also choose how these emails are triggered, whether you want a 2 day delay between
each message or a week.

If you are unsure about what to say or what will work best, we are happy to help. Just ask your
Account Manager for more information.

Moving on to marketing automation

Once you start generating too many leads to track them with individual emails, we can upgrade
you to our sister company, CommuniGator, to create you an email marketing platform. With
this marketing automation, you can trigger emails based on a number of factors.

The trigger could come from:

• When your lead lands on a certain page

• When your lead builds up to a certain score

• When your lead downloads a whitepaper

Together with GatorLeads, this will be the fastest way to successfully warm up and convert all
the qualified leads coming to your website.
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Welcome to GatorLeadsWelcome to GatorLeads

Welcome to the GatorLeads family!

To get you started on your GatorLeads platform, I’ve created this super quick guide that
covers the absolute basics of your GatorLeads account. If you’d like more information, you
can also download the whole GatorLeads user guide on the customer portal too.

These quick steps cover the most important aspects though. Once you’ve read this, you’ll
know how to find out who is on your website, where they are coming from and what to do
to turn them into paying customers’.

Both sales and marketing can use these steps to meet their objectives. Sales in particular
will gain a lot from step 2 and 4, and marketing will gain a lot of insight from step 3. So to
get started on the basics, let’s get you set up on GatorLeads….

Welcome again!
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